







Countermeasure for Failure Caused by Lubricants in 
Driving System of Construction Machinery 

















































ǏǠǐǞǵǅŲƳǩǶȀƜǀĻƪ Decomposition Analysis Resolution (DAR) Process ǅô
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This thesis discusses on analysis and countermeasure results of past drive system failures of 
the construction machinery caused by lubricants, which the author has worked for a long 
period of times. Using the systems engineering approach, it becomes possible to investigate 
the cause of these failures and countermeasures. Specifically, the purpose is to use systems 
engineering to understand the basic architecture of the drive system consisting of an engine 
and a hydraulic system, to clarify the failure mechanism, and to systemize failure analysis 
and countermeasures. 
Lubricants, fuels and coolants (hereinafter called lubricants) greatly affect durability of 
construction machineries. Low quality lubricants are occasionally used and cause machinery 
failures in the field. Furthermore, the users and the government offices concerned recently 
request environmental protection. Since the environmentally friendly lubricants show 
generally low qualities by the additive restrictions from the environmental awareness, those 
lubricants can cause the machinery failures. Therefore, the users appreciate durable 
machineries, which can enable to use the low-quality lubricants. 
In the research and development on lubricants, failure analysis and countermeasures 
account for a large percentage. The lubricants engineer should perform comprehensive 
analysis and verification, which are not efficient. Unresolved failures and those mechanisms 
may remain in some cases. From this situation, it is effective to understand an entire driving 
system streaming lubricants, to analyze the failure mechanism and to implement the 
countermeasure by a systems engineering approach. 
This thesis consists of 6 chapters. Chapter 1 describes background of this study as follows; 
the history and the future trend of construction machinery and lubricants, the requirements 
for the lubricants’ quality from the social impact, stakeholders and operational conditions. 
Also, volume and types of lubricants for the construction machinery and lubricants engineer’s 
interests for the researches and developments are described. Then the problem setting and the 
purpose of this thesis is described. Further, this chapter describes lubricants qualities to be 
fulfilled for the construction machineries and the structure of this thesis. 
Chapter 2 introduces the lubricants activities in the internal structure of the engine and in 
the hydraulic system, then describes the subjected important component and parts for this 
research. The quality problems of lubricants from the additive composition are described. 
Further, the failures caused by lubricants are classified by combinations of hazards and 
  
hazardous contexts. Then the failures and the countermeasures taken up in this thesis are 
itemized. 
Chapter 3 describes engine failures that occurred in the utilization and development stages 
and their countermeasures. The failure of the utilization stage is the analysis of engine 
seizures with low quality US engine oils and the leak failure of the coolant seal for the head 
gasket. For engine seizure, the basic mechanism of engine oil and piston ring are described 
using Systems Modeling Language (SysML) to clarify the failure mechanism. For analysis of 
coolant seal leakage, the cause could be analyzed using the Decomposition Analysis 
Resolution (DAR) Process from the failure view of the architecture. Similarly, the leak failure 
of the crankshaft seals in the development stage could also be clarified and be taken the 
countermeasure using DAR and SysML description.  
Chapter 4 describes the failure analysis and the improvement of hydraulic system against 
biodegradable hydraulic oil regulations in the utilization stage. Although the most hydraulic 
components were improved by the previous countermeasures, a hydraulic malfunction 
remained unsolved. This chapter proposes a new systematic approach to solve the malfunction 
using the SysML descriptions. The SysML can fully describe the action mechanism of 
hydraulic system. Based on the mechanism, the hydraulic malfunction mechanism can be 
clarified and defences against the malfunction can be derived. Using the Safety Modeling 
Language (SafeML); extended profile of SysML, the malfunction context and the defences 
can be described and the most effective defence can be selected. 
Chapter 5 describes previous failure measures for construction machinery manufacturers, 
and discusses a new maintenance contract using genuine lubricants as a major countermeasure. 
Furthermore, discussing the results of failure analysis and countermeasures by means of 
systems engineering approach. These methods based on the system engineering for failure 
measures are discussed on the possible usage for a general machineries and complex systems. 
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Q ƇƂƆƂƆſ ǮǟǣǎǙǒǟǢôÊǗȀǻƳâǃƳ FTA 
Q ƇƂƆƂƇſ ǮǟǣǎǙǒǟǢôÊǗȀǻƳâǃƲƬƘƮƳǐǺǠǈǍǻǉǗǶȀſ
ƲƿǁñƤƪ DAR 
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Ķ ƉƂƅſ ŞôǙǠȀǘƯƳäáÏŹƲőPƦǂŲjďƳ-Ź 



















































































͗њInternal Combustion EngineћϕȳƊϝЉЈϯДіФіǜњEngine OilћϊИЩёіϯ̒ǜњLiquid 
FuelћϊĘ̂ƿǜњTransmission Oil$ TMǜћϯ^ǮњEngine Coolantћϕ͕ȳϝЉЈϕϊò
ƢϴͩǘΆx̎њBattery DriveћϴƎϲЅЇ̒ǜϯДіФіǜϵ˓ϲϱЈϋƂϊĦ̟ϡЈ


















̜čϴ	ȬϴĖˣƿƱϴͪ˓њDemand for 7 Major Productsћϵϊ± 1-3ϲɏϡЅϑϲ 2000
č$͚³ϯƣЏФЏϴ͕ȳојшњEra for resource-rich and emerging countriesћϲЅЇÇ






њT˼ʼ̮̐ϴƍ͖ѝT̮̐ƍ͖ћϕƖÍ 80љϲ̲ϟϊ1 ƆĞϧЇϴ̮̐ƍ͖ϵ 3 #4ƶ
Ϯ 20 ƍ͖ϲϱЈϋĖˣƿƱϲёЬВшБЖіиЭЯёјЌšȨϟϭЁ 45 ƍ͖ϟϔ̮̐Ϯϖϱ
ϐϊPͩϲϵ 5 ƍ͖Ќ̀Ђϡ˲ͺϕϏЈ[19]ϋϽϧϊû͖J·Ђ0Ý· ̘ϴȣÀϮϵP
ͩˣEϴˣʛϵͧϟϐϋϜЉІϴȤȪϔІиЭЯёјΆxϴĖˣƿƱϴâȨzϵͧϟϘϊĞͯ
















бѐЭЛϴ́̓̎ȕ̀½ǽϲʋϐϭϊΐ³ZϮϵ	ȬϲQΆϚϭ 2014 čЅЇĖˣƿƱϴ CO2
iǴϴϧЀϴȕ̀½ǽ˭áϕÖϽϪϭϐЈ[3]ϋǃāϮϵʽɚǜЌžϯϡЈиБЖаАјШ
ђњʦʢ̀щЬђДХЯђϊFAME ϯЁɕϡЈћϕ CO2/ǴϴϧЀϲ 1990 č#ϔІ5ȨϝЉϭ
ϐЈ[26]ϋ̒ǜϲиБЖаАјШђЌ 5љǰϟϧȕžњB5ћϕϲ5ЋЉϭϓЇϊϜЉϲЅЇ
CO2 ȳȦϵ 23љōgϝЉЈ[11]ϋƆƝϮϵĔ΁ǜϴ5ȨЌjŦϯϟϧиБЖаАјШђϴ





















ĖˣƿƱϴȨ̦ϯfå͗:ʟϴ͗:Ќ± ΘΔΜ ϲɏϡϋ± ΘΔΜ ϵ³ZϮϴ6ЌɏϟϭϐЈ
ϕϊǫËϮЁƺϱ͗:ϯϱϪϭϓЇϊ½Ɲȶϲ B2Bњ(ƶ͖ęћϮϏЈϋĖˣƿƱϴƖЁÍ
ϖϐ˽ÉQϵѓіЪђƶњRental CompanyћϮϏЇ	Ȭȶϲϥϴͪ˓ϵ 55-60љЁϏЈϕ






њLand FormationћϱϰϴĂЌˆϑϋɉɆÀϯ͈ûњQuarry and MiningћϊȧĔ_ȤÀњWaste 






ȿћϯȥÆȿњMOE ћϕĖˣƿƱюјТϹϴřóњAdministration Guidance on 


































ĖˣƿƱњMiddle-size ExcavatorϊºǜµУясђћϲϵ± ΘΔΞ ϴЅϑϲȨ̎њMiddle-












ʛЌ± ΘΔΟ ϲɏϡϋĖˣƿƱϵϜϴǜµУясђϲЅϑϲЛєјѐњTravelling Equipment, 
CrawlerћϽϧϵЪБьЌ­̐ϝϣϭʫq̆ˆϟϊşiȨиНЭбњDigging Bucketћϱϰϴ4ƶ
ƿњWork EquipmentћЌϊƄ­ϡЈ̻фаАњRotating Upper BodyћЌ­̐ϝϣϭşi4ƶЌ
ˆϑ̎




































ϐϵ¤̃˓ǖЌɃЇϊ	ȬϴÐї·ƂŸđњNational and Domestic GovernmentћϴßTϯȥ

























































ϵŞ`ИХĦ_ȤˍʛϲƗåϱǱsmϴiǴњNo adverse effect to emission treatment deviceћ
ϕİ˓ϯϱϪϭϐЈϋΐ





^ǮњCoolantћϵϊʫx̎Ȩϴ JIS ¤̃˕Ʈ [42] ϕϏЈϕϊĖˣƿƱȨϯϟϭϵ͙΁ĵ
ʥϕ̊ϡЈϧЀϊĖˣƿƱðȨϴ^Ǯϕ͕ȳϝЉϭϐЈϋ^ǮϵǛĀϲŞ`ϝЉЈϜ





















































































1 Engine Oil        
2 Fuel   
3 Coolant   
4 HydraulicOil       
5 TM Oil         
6 Axle andGear Oils       
7 Grease      
(Bio-Grease : No adverse
effect to emission)
No adverse effect to
emission treatment device
No adverse effect to
emission
No adverse effect to
environment












Ќ͙ϙϧЀϴȦa˛ĵ4xǜњBio-Oil: No adverse effect to emissionћϊϏЈϐϵȋȍЌ͙ϙͧ
ȕĵ4xǜϱϰЁϊюјТϵĖˣƿƱϲ5ȨϡЈϕϊϐϢЉЁ¤̃ϵ|aϮϱϐ[46]ϋΐ























































ɧ Κ ɣύĖˣƿƱȨДіФіϴȆȀǜͽϕ̇®ϯϱЈŹ͢ϴíɪώϮϵϊΚΕΘ ɮϵ̮ȨХЯ
јФϮϴŹ͢ϮϏЈ/¤̃ϴɲ³ːДіФіǜϲЅЈДіФіȒ!ϖϴ˛ƥϯíɪϲϫϐϭ
̟ϺϊΚΕΙɮϵ̮ȨХЯјФϮϴŹ͢ϮϏЈДіФірЭвИХНЭбȨϴ]ǔУјђϴȂЉ




ʟ~*њSociety of Automotive Engineer$ SAEћϲŎɜϟϧÜˇˬ˵Ž[55]-[57]ϊƫ˱!ϖ
³͡*˸ȳˉ[58]ϊϱІϷϲʿʟϴ˛˰ˡ[59]-[62]ϔІ̐̔ϟϧЁϴϮϏЈϋΐ
 	






ъаёіМ˝ˮϮϏЈ Systems Modeling Language њ$ SysMLћϲЅЈˡ̟ϲ½ϬϘ˛ƥϯ
íɪϲϫϐϭ̟ϺЈϋSysML ЌȨϐϭǜµУХЯшϴ½ƝщЗдЦшЌˡ̟ϟϧϮȦa˛
ĵ4xǜЌ̇®ϯϡЈ4xʴϲʭЈщЗдЦшЌ˛Ɗϟϊ4xʴЌ͙ǄϡЈíɪЌóϖ`
ϡϋϥϟϭϊSysML ϴßTϲșzϟϧŗěпєнЎБђ Safety Modeling Languageњ$
SafeMLћЌȨϐϭ4xʴПіЯЙХбϓЅϷϥϴíɪưЌˡ̟ϟϭϊƖЁƗwϱíɪЌ̹á
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ХЯшϴƹ̩ϯŚЈʯϐЌ±ȶϲˉȣϮϖЈ SysML (Systems Modeling Language)[52]ЌȨϐ
ϭΆxУХЯшϮϴȆȀǜͽϴŚЈʯϐϓЅϷДіФіƹ̩Ќɏϡϋΐ
ΆxУХЯшϴЏЛЯАлЯА±Ќ± ΙΔΘ ϲɏϡϋ SysML ZϴˉˡϮϵϊʹˮЌȨϐЈϋД
іФіњEngineћϵȳȦϟϧ`qњGenerate PowerћЌǜµУХЯшњHydraulic Systemћϲ+ϒЈϋ
ϜϴДіФі`qϲЅЇǜµУХЯшϕ4xϟϭ4ƶˍʛ(Work Component)ϮϏЈşiˍʛ




± ΙΔΘΐ ΐĖˣƿƱϴΆxУХЯшϴŚЈʯϐЌˉϡЏЛЯАлЯА± 
 )








њEngine Block AssemblyћϊйѕјȳȦЏЭЧіоёњPower Production AssemblyћϊУёіЫѐБ
гЏЭЧіоёњCylinder Liner AssemblyћϊЛѐіЛУынбЏЭЧіоёњCrankshaft Assemblyћϊ











̌њCylinder Head Coolant GalleryћϮ]ϝЉЈϋ^ǮϵƖcϲДіФіЖБђЛјѐ





EOϵДіФіǜϴ7ʈЏЭЧіоёZϴЖБђйіњoil pan: Reserve Oil Subass’yћϔІЖБ
ђµ̢СоЏЭУњpump: Pumping Oil Subass’yћϲЅЇ̢Ї`ϝЉϊДіФіЖБђЛјѐϮ]
ϝЉϊЖБђнАђЪњfilter: Dust Eliminating Subass’yћϮϵϊϡϡϯŮʡɳϕЊ̰ϝЉЈϋϥ
ϴĦϊ EO ϵДіФіоєЭЛZϴǜ̧̌њOil GalleryћϔІϊϲЛѐіЛУынбϴ̑






































ϝЉϭ EO ϲǰSϡЈϋДіФіоєЭЛZϮ EO ϴ̻ϵϊрЭвИХНЭбϴǜУјђњOil 











Ɇǜɸϲϵˉ ΘΔΙ ϲɏϟϧЅϑϲÌϘϴɚͽϕϏЈϕϊEO ϯ4xǜϮ#ˉϝЉЈɆǜɸȆȀ
ǜϵɆǜϴ½ǜњPetroleum Base OiћϯŻɚͽϴǱsmњAdditivesћϕ̼ϝЉϭϐЈϋǱsm
ϵϊΘΕΟ ɮϮj̟ϟϧЅϑϲ̀z͙ǄmњAnti-oxidantћϊŮʡ͙ǄmњAntiwearћϊʨ΁͙Ǆm











иБЖǜϵʽɚǜњRape Seed OilћϔŁДХЯђǜњSynthetic Esterћϕ½ǜϯϟϭȨϐІЉϊ
ǱsmϲϵȥÆǐĵϕϱϐЅϑϲõ̓ϴ̀z͙ǄmϊŮʡ͙ǄmϓЅϷ͉̈́ϴ͙΁mϕ
̼ϝЉЈ[69]ϋʽɚǜϵ̀zϟЂϡϐǁȏϕϏЈϕϊϜЉϲȥÆǐĵϕϱϐǱsmњBio-











;ϫʔˈǮњpH Buffer Solutionћϊ͉Ȩϴ͙΁mњCu Corrosion Inhibitorћϊ͆ϴ͙΁mњFe 
± ΙΔΚΐȆȀǜͽϴ̼ŁaЌˉϡоєЭЛáʝ± 
 









!! Ź͢aͽ ΦѢΐ ĖˣƿƱϴΆxУХЯшZϲƁϟϐˣ˞ЌóSϟϧϜϯϲЅЇϊƻǽȶϱ
ȆȀǜͽϴ¤̃ϴ͛ȬЌ̈ϒϭ5ȨϡЈНјХϕȦϠϊϜЉϕ͝ПіЯЙХбϯϱЇϊ
ΆxУХЯшZϲŹ͢ϕȦϠЈϋΐ

























Κ ɣϓЅϷ Λ ɣϮϵϊĖˣƿƱϴΆxУХЯшϴ˓ϮϏЈДіФіϯǜµУХЯшϴŹ͢í
ɪЌЇϛЈϋˉ ΙΔΘ ϲϊΚΕΘѮΚΕΚ ɮњSectionћϓЅϷ Λ ɣњChap.ћϴϥЉϦЉϲϫϐϭϊΆ
xУХЯшϊйјЮϊŹ͢aͽϊħƢϏЈϐϵƻǽȶϱΆxУХЯшZϴ5ȨϮϴŹ͢ȳȦ
њFailure in Previous or Usual Driving SystemћϴƗȐϊ͝ќϧЈ͝ПіЯЙХбњMajor 
Hazardous ContextћЌϽϯЀϭɏϟϭϐЈϋΐ
ДіФіϴŹ͢ϲϫϐϭϵϊˑͥϱ5Ȩơ&ϯʠĵϴЙјϯϱЈмХбіёіМњPiston 
RingћϊрЭвИХНЭбϴ]ǔУјђњHead Gasket Coolant SealћϯЛѐіЛУынбȨЖБђ
УјђњCrankshaft SealћϊǜµУХЯшϲϫϐϭϵǜµиђоњHydraulic ValvesћЌɏϡϋŹ
͢aͽ I Ϯϵj̟ϴϯϓЇϊ3.2 ɮύрЭвИХНЭбϴ]ǔУјђώϯ 3.3 ɮύЛѐіЛУынб
ȨЖБђУјђώϮϏЈϋŹ͢aͽ I ϮϵϊȨϐІЉЈȆȀǜͽϵƻǽȶϱ¤̃ĵʥњCoolant 
Original Properties: Low Viscosity and Low LubricityϊϽϧϵ Typical Oil-film Thickness of 
Genuine EOћƗϡЈϧЀϊħƢϏЈϐϵƻǽȶϱΆxУХЯшϮ5ȨϝЉϭЁϊŹ͢ϵȳȦϟ
ϱϐњNo FailureћϋϟϔϟϱϕІϊƁϟϐˣ˞ϴóSϲЅЇУјђ ̘ϴÊ.ϴÇsњTo 













3.1 Piston Ring II Fail Low Quality (Detergency)
of EO










3.3 Crankshaft Seal I No Failure Typical Oil-film
Thickness of Genuine EO












Ќ̇Ϝϡϋ/¤̃ϱДіФіǜњLow Quality (Detergency) of EOћϵϊДіФіϴмХбіёіМ
ǾϲѐЭЗј!ɁЌ̇ϜϟњTo Deposit Lacquer to Piston Ring GrooveћϊϜЉϕ͝ПіЯЙХб
ЌȦϠϊ/̀z͙ǄĵϴиБЖǜњLow Anti-Oxidation Performance of BOћϵѐЭЗјЌȦϠ









































:ϡЈ˓®њPossible Factors for Engine Scuffingћϲϫϐϭ˳ƫЌˆϱϪϧњˉ ΚΔΘΔΘћϋюјТ
ϴщіЯгіХњMaintenanceћϲϫϐϭ˳ϺϧʅƧϵϊ]ǔˏʈњCoolant LevelћϊѐФДј




њOperating Conditionsћϲ͗ϟϭϵϊ̿ƐњHot Climatic ConditionћϏЈϐϵɇÅϕʯϑțĽ
ˉ ΚΔΘΔΘΐ ΐ ДіФіȒ!ϖϴ˓®ϲϫϐϭϴ˳ƫʅƧϴ˗ˉ
No. Stakeholders Investigating Result
1 Coolant Level Adequacy
2 Machinery Washing Adequacy
3 Oil Change Interval Adequacy
4 Overloaded (28% User )





10 To Be Investigated
11 Machinery Service Several Faults
Possible Factors for Engine Scuffing
Operating Load










њDusty ConditionћϮϵϱϘϊ·ğơ&ϯϟϭЁýȻ·њUse in Rocky GroundћϽϧϵĴGſ·












іЫϯёіМϴŮʡϕʿϟϘÍϖϐњLiner and Ring WearћϋȒϖ!ϐϧ Λ ϴϑϩϊăɥϴДі
ФіњNo. 1132ћмХбіϵȒ!ϖϲЅЈ̰ȔϮpЉϭϐЈњPiston CrackћϋϜϴϑϩДіФі Ι
± ΚΔΘΔΙΐ ΐɲ³ϮȒϖ!ϐϧођвјТȨДіФіϴa˛˳ƫʅƧ
 )





ϧМђјпњEngine Oil Brands without ScuffingћϯϊȳȦϟϧМђјпњEngine Oil Brands 
Caused ScuffingћϲaϚϭˉϲϟϧϴϕˉ ΚΔΘΔΙ ϮϏЈϋДіФіǜϴ͊Ʃ AJϽϮϵ 25
ϴДіФіϮДіФіȒ!ϖϵ 2 6њEngine 1100ϊ1125ћϨϚϮϏЇϊˉϴϥϴ ϴ¨ͺ
њOther ProblemsћϲɏϡЅϑϲȕžБіФГЛЪϴŹ͢њFailure of Fuel InjectorћϽϧϵ=ȤчХ
њWrong assembly, Maladjustment of valveћϕ®ϯţáϝЉЈϋϜЉϲíϟϭ͊Ʃ KS ϽϮ
ϴ 21 ϵ 16 &њ76љћϲȒ!ϖϕȦϠϭϐЈϓЇϊДіФіǜϴ¤̃ϕȒ!ϖϲÍϖϘ͗:
ϟϭϐЈϯţáϝЉЈϋϽϧϊЧЗівёіМϴ²ɁњRing Stickћϵ͊Ʃ AJ ϽϮϵȷȐϲíϟ






φϮɏϡÃ½8њTotal Base Numberϊ$ TBNћ[75]ϵϊмХбіϲ!ɁϟϧϡϡЌǥǩϡ
Ј4ȨњǲǩĵћЌŘϫǱsmϴ̓ϴřƻϯϱЈϋψϮɏϡɋ̀ȌaњSulfated Ashϊ$
SAћ[76]ϵЗђУВшϊ͇ϱϰϴ̈́ùЌϿǱsmϴ̓ϴřƻϮϏЇϊϯЁϲ̼ϝЉϧǱ
smϴ̰̊ϴdáϴʞϲȨϐЈϋȒ!ϖЌȦϠϱϐ͊ƩњNo Scuff OilћAJ ϯ P ϱІϷ























± ΚΔΘΔΚΐ ΐȒ!ϖЌȦϠϱϐДіФіǜϯȦϠЈДіФіǜ͖ϴÃ½8 TBNњφћϯΐ
ɋ̀Ȍa SAњψћϴǑ̓ΐ
± ΚΔΘΔΛΐ ΐ уЭбЬэјоЯХбϴƼĘ±ϯ͛ȬǶĒњʠȔĵћϴǙáƂǠΐ




ȔĵϴȰϱЈДіФіǜϮ 6 ­ϴДіФі˩ΉЌˆϪϧњ± 3ΔΘΔΝћϋ7˩ǜϵɻǅДі
ФіǜњBTO-1ћϊ̒˼ʼȨϴĆ˽ДіФіǜњBTO-2ћϊƖЁʠȔĵϴ/ϐɲ³ДіФіǜњ͊
Ʃ SϊBTOρ3ћϴ 3 ɚͽϮϏЈϋϥЉϦЉϴʠȔĵϵ 300πϊ270πϯ 260πϮϏЈϋBTO-1 ϵ
̰˼ʼϴơ&њOverloadћϮ 500ƍ͖ȰĊϱϘxϐϧϋBTO-2ϵ̰˼ʼơ&Ϯ 150200ƍ͖
Ϯ 6 Ǔɩ 3 ǓɩϴДіФіȒ!ϖϯϊЧЗівёіМϴ²ɁϕȳȦϟϧϋϜЉϲíϟϭɲ³Д
іФіǜ BTO-3 ϵ̰˼ʼơ&ϴ 1 ­ȼϴ˩ΉϮϵЋϢϔ 7 ƍ͖ϮДіФіϕȒ!ϖϊ2 ­
ȼϴ̰˼ʼơ&ϴ˩ΉϮϵ 32 ƍ͖ϮȒ!ϖϕȳȦϟϧϋƻǽϴ˼ʼơ&њS.T.D. LoadћϮЁ
80ƍ͖ϮДіФіȒ!ϖϕȦϠϧϕϊȕžϕДіФіǜϲǰSϡЈ¨ͺњFuel Dilution in EOћ
Ќ˔ϫϚϧϴϮ 2­ȼϴ˩ΉЌˆϪϧϋϥϴʅƧ 250ƍ͖Ϯ 4ǓɩaϴЧЗівёіМϕ²Ɂ








jˉ 3ΔΘΔΘ ϴЅϑϲĆÀϮДіФіȒ!ϖЌȦϠϧДіФіϴ 40љϲЧЗівёіМ²Ɂ
ϕȦϠϭϓЇϊДіФі˩ΉϮЁЧЗівёіМϴ²Ɂϕ˔ІЉϧϋ̧Ċϵ 1 ǍȼϴмХб
іёіМњ$бЭпёіМћϴŮʡϕÌϐϴϕƎ̧ϮϏЈϕ[77]ϊмХбіёіМŮʡњRing Wearћ
ϴ engine 1074 ϯ 1016ϵЧЗівёіМϴƂϕŮʡϵÌϐϋ± ΚΔΘΔΞ ϵħƢДіФіϲȨϐϧ
мХбіёіМϴɚͽϯ̰˼ʼ̮̐ƍϴǶĒЌɏϡƼĘ±ϮϏЈϋбЭпёіМϵёіМǾϲ
SЇ̙ϿѐЭЗјϯХјЮЌŞ͜ϡЈ4ȨњDischarge Lacquer and sootћЌŘϫЙјХбіğ
њKeystone Top Ringћ[11][78]ϮϏЇϊ285 πϴơ&ϮЁ²ɁϽϧϵȒ!ϖϵȦϠϱϐϋЧЗів





ΚΔΘΔΟϲɏϡϋаАјШђДіФіϮϵȕȒИХњCombustion GasϊǶĒ 500!$ћϲЅЇϊ 
± ΚΔΘΔΝΐ ΐɚͽϴДіФіǜϲϫϐϭϴДіФі˩ΉϴʅƧΐ ΐ
 
ΐ ΐ  
± ΚΔΘΔΞΐ ΐħƢДіФіϮϴмХбіёіМϴɚͽϯ̰˼ʼ̮̐ƍϴмХбіёіМǾǶĒΐ






њdispersed lacquerћϊϥЉ$ϴΊaÙϲϱЈϜϯЁ͙ϕЉϭњterminate polymerization of 
lacquerћϊǅĊϱțĽњnormal stateћϯ˔ϱϝЉЈϋДіФіǜϴʠȔĵЌ̉ϒЈǶĒϲϱϪϭϊ

















Parts)ϲ˼ʼϕŠϔЈњLoad by CombustionћϯϊмХбіёіМњring: Gas Seal and Lubricating 
PartsћϲϵȕȒϲЅЈИХµϴʼ́ϕŠϔЈϋϜϴʼ́ϵДіФіǜϴǜʩϲЅЇŴϒІЉϊȕ
ȒϴИХϵéïϝЉЈњSupport Piston and Seal Gasћϋʼ́ϵУёіЫѐБг(cylinder liner: 
Movement Guide Parts)ϮϚǄЀІЉњSupport Load and Cool Piston RingћϊȕȒϴȔњheatћ
ϴ̻ϵǜʩЌϟϭУёіЫѐБгϲЅЇ]ϝЉЈϋȕȒϲЅЇмХбіϵƂϲɖxϟ
њMove Downward by CombustionћϊУёіЫѐБгˉͯϴДіФіǜϵťϖʾϯϝЉЈњScarpe 
OilћϋϜϴϧЀǜʩϵЖБђйіњoil panћϲǨЉϭ˃ϘϱЈњBecome Oil-film Thinnerћϋǂϲϊ
eϴǓɩϴqϲЅЇмХбіϵµʖˆɘњLoad for CompressionћϲSЇϊДіФіǜϵťϖŧϛ
ІЉϭњScoop UP OilћǜʩϵϘϱЈњBecome Oil-film ThickerћϋϜЉϲЅЇǜʩϵϝЌ;Ř











Thickness and Lubricates Cylinder LinerћϯVϲϊИХϴУјђЁßáϲϱЈϋϜЉϲЅЇЖБ
ђǭ̀ϕÇϒϧЇϊǜǶϯ]ǔǶĒϕÊxϡЈЅϑϲϱЈϋѐЭЗјϴ̓ϕáAЌ̈ϒЈ
њexceed upper volume limit of deposit lacquerћϯϊмХбіёіМϯмХбіϴ²ɁњAdhere Ring 



























gáϴǧxњEstablishment of A New JASO Engine Oil (JASO EO) Standardћϊ˕ƮfȨ
њUtilization of JASO EO StandardћЌɏϡϋ³Zʫx̎щјЗњJapanese Car Mfr.ћϯɆǜщјЗ





њJapanese Oil SuppliersћϯVϲϊʿʟњAuthorћϵĖˣƿƱщјЗњJapanese Construction 
Machinery Mfr.ћϴ#ˉϯϟϭsЋЇ˕Ʈϴ4ŁϲsЋϪϭϐЈϋʿʟϵуЭбЬэјоЯХб˩
ΉƂǠњHot Tube TestћϯϥϴајЪЌŦ7ϟϭϐЈњProvide Testsћϋ2001 čϴ˕Ʈȳˆ$͚
ϵ³ZÌϘϴĖˣƿƱщјЗϕƁДіФіǜ˕ƮЌšȨϟϭϐЈ[82]ϋǫËϹϴƎϲíϟϭ
ϵϊɲ³ SAEȕžїȆȀǜ̻*ϴЏФЏ×¥*њSAE Asia CommitteeћϮϴ JASO EO˕Ʈϴ
Ƶ˟њDiscussing ItemsћЌ̧ϟϭϊǫËϴюјТњUserћϯɆǜщјЗњGlobal & Asian Oil 
Suppliersћϲ ɃϡЈƿ*ϯϟϭϐЈϋJASO EO ˕Ʈϴ5ȨƂǠњUtilization of JASO EO 
StandardћϵϊюјТϹϴ˕Ʈȴ͏ДіФіǜϴţÓϊĂÀPÄϱІϷϲɻǅϴДіФіǜ















1 - Hot Tube
Test
- For Genuine EO
2 Engine
Tests
- - Recommendation to User, For
Factory-fill, For Genuine EO
3 - - Oil Tests Manufacturing JASO EO
4 - - - Recommendation to User, For
Factory-fill, For Genuine EO




- - - Manufacturing JASO EO
7 User - - - - Use JASO EO




































јЪујХϯУёіЫѐБгȨ Ϋ ёіМУјђϕí˺ϮϏЈϋKeller[83]ϵʠǜĵϴϱϐ EPDM
ϲ#ЋЈʠǔĵнЭɿРшњ$ FKMћϏЈϐϵǔɿz NBRњHNBRћЌ͕ȳϟϭϐЈϋƂϮ






























]ǔϴȂЉњLeakageћŹ͢ϲϫϐϭϊħƢϴ Fault Tree Analysis њ$ FTAћŅǠ[86]Ќ
Ȩϐϭϥϴ˺Ќ± ΚΔΙΔΙ ϲɏϡϋ¹ϱУјђŢ˜њUnequal Seal ContactћϽϧϵȱv





]ǔϴȂЉњå HarmћϲíϡЈ́˓ϱ¨ͺȏњCritical Issues on Harmϊ$¨ͺȏћϯ




ϕȦϠЈϔϯϐϑ¨ͺњSection 1, System-Engine: Only Cause in High-output engineћϊЏЭЧі
оёѓсђ 2њAssembly - Head GasketћϮϵ2ŹǔУјђϨϚϲȂЉϕȦϠЈϔϯϐϑ¨ͺ
њSection 2: Only Caused In Coolant SealћϊЏЭЧіоёѓсђ 3Ϯϵ]ǔϴtzϲЅЇȦϠЈ
ǔУјђϴˌ¨ͺњSection 3: Seal Crack Caused by Coolant Deteriorationћϊ̻¤ѓсђ 4
њParts - Coolant SealћϮϵǔУјђϴː̩Ăɘϴʴϴ¨ͺњSection 4: Inadequate Seal 
Production ProcessћϊƟžѓсђ 5њMaterial CompositionћϮϵǔУјђȨРшϴ̶bϱP
Ämϯϐϑ¨ͺњSection 5: Unsuitable Rubber FillerћϮϏЈϋ 
 
  
± ΚΔΙΔΙΐ ΐрЭвИХНЭбȨǔУјђϴȂЉϴ FTA 









































1 Only Caused in High-
Output Engine
2 Only Caused in
Coolant Seals









































































Ϯ¹ϱŢ˜Ќ̇ϜϟϭǇϾЌȦϠЈϋĆ˽Ршњ$ COTSћϴУёПјіРш AњRubber Aћ
Ёƺϲ/ϐµʖȡϮǇϾЌȦϠЈϋрЭвИХНЭбϲϓϚЈǔУјђϴµʖȡϵ 2035љ


































± ΚΔΙΔΜΐ ΐ¹ϱŢ˜țĽЌ;ϭЈµʖȡϴ͛ϯрЭвИХНЭбϴµʖȡΐ ΐ
 	










ϑϲħƢРш PϊŵʴРш S ϱІϷϲ COTS ϴУёПјіРш AD ϲϫϐϭϴµʖɊÈ˩Ή
ЌˆϪϧϋУёПјіРшϴPÄmϵĬʁϱȢɇɳƜњ$УёЗћϕ5ЋЉЈϴϕʱȶϮϏ
ЈϋʿʟϵУёЗϴ̼̓ϕУёПјіРшϴĜĒϯ͗:ϕϏЈϯ%áϟϭϊµʖɊÈ˩Ή
њCompression Ratio To FractureћϴʅƧЌУёЗ̼̓њSilica Filler ContentћϮżȤϟϧϋƊІ
ϔϲУёЗϴ̼̓ϵµʖɊÈϕ̇ϜЈµʖȡϯ͗:ϕϏЈϜϯϕЋϔЈϋħƢРш P ϵ/ϐ
µʖȡϮɊÈϡЈϕϊрЭвИХНЭбϴµʖȡϲǑϺЈϯРш P ϴɊÈϡЈµʖȡϵϥЉЅЇ


























































ЈϜϯϲϟϧϋ]ǔϴĬȦȗϲЅЈtzϮȦϠϧƗƿ̀њOrganic acids from coolant 








ϭϐϱϐњNo Quality Control and No Record for Cure TemperatureћϜϯϕЋϔϪϧϋ˘щјЗϵ
˴ϚQϔІː¤ϴǔУјђЌϚЈϯϊː¤ϴǑ́ϊɌϝϊƟ̃ϱϰɱϱƵƫЌˆϱϪ








No Quality Control 























ϯŵʴРш S ЌàTϲȕȒϝϣϭǋϪϧУёЗЌ̆ƫºͩÙͼĬ͑њ$ SEMћЌȨϐϭ˙ë








ÄmϴɵÍϝϯ̰oϱ̓њCoarse filler, excessive filler contentћϲЅЈ͝ĵϹϴíıɪϵĬ
ʁУёЗϴšȨϯ̼̓ЌǴІϡϜϯњFine silica filler, lower filler contentћϮϏЈϋ 
à
Coarse Silica of Previous Rubber-P Fine Silica of Improved Rubber-S











ЉЈϋĬȦȗϲЅЈǔУјђϴРшϴtzњCoolant deterioration by micro-organismћϵͮĊȨ
ȳͩƿДіФіњSpecial engineћϯщіЯгіХʴњPoor maintenanceћϕ́ϱϪϧɗϱНјХ
њRare caseћϮϏЈϕϊϜϴДіФіϴ<͹ĵЌŵʴϡЈϧЀϲϵíɪϕİ˓ϮϏЈϋРш S ϴ
ʠ̀ĵРшхёцњAcid proof rubberћϵĬȦȗϲЅЈtzϴ͙ǄɪϲϱЈʥĵϕʞϒІЉϊ
Ħ̟ϴɍ˭˩ΉЁˆϪϭϐЈϋЁϑϫϴǔУјђϴˌЌ̇ϜϟϑЈȅ¶ȶϱ®










çãæãèàVerification Abalysis and Validation ResolutionŤVARťğħĪq»ĝAPV¾ΐ ΐ
áåâà½Þeà
j̟ϴЛёЯАЗђБУэјϴΪιΕΘΜ ϴʹȼϯíıϝϣϭϊŵʴРш SϲЅЈíɪϴƵ˧ϯ
ÕĞĵɍ˭ΑVerification and Validation Plan)ϴʹȼЌˉ ΚΔΙΔΙ ϲɏϡϋˉϴΎʵЧђϵƵ
˧ʹȼϮϏЈϕϊϜϴϧЀϲʿʟІϵрЭвИХНЭбїУјђ˩ΉƿњHead Gasket Seal Testerћ
ЌƁϧϲː4ϟϧϋˉϴʐϴʍŠϚЧђϵÕĞĵɍ˭ϴʹȼϮϏЇϊДіФі˩Ήϯ
ŵʴРш SЌʃϾ̙ЍϨДіФіϲЅЈĆÀ˩ΉϲЅЇâƃϟϧϋƈĴϱ]ǔȂЉϴíɪϕ



















2 Only caused in coolant
seals
Adoption of high
strength rubber !  !
3 Seal crack caused by
coolant deterioration
Acid-proof rubber









No. Critical Issues Items forCountermeasure







áæâà ŒŅŉĵŀĹŅňŢľţŞ½ÞuĭĈĖb®Ļŗ S yľţŞĠ¨VĠq»ΐ
ΐ ƝрЭвИХНЭбїУјђ˩ΉϲϓϚЈǔУјђϴȱv˩ΉϴʅƧЌ± ΚΔΙΔΘΘ ϲɏϡϋħ
ƢРш P ϵϊµʖȡњCompression Ratioћ40љϴ̰Í˼ʼϴơ&ϲϓϐϭ 6 x 106 СБЛђ
њPressure CycleћϮˌȳȦϕ[ȣϮϖϧϋĆÀϴˌϴțĽϲͽ-ϟϭϓЇϊSEM ϲЅЈ˙
ëʅƧЁĆÀϮϴˌϯϠȱvɊͯЌϟϭϐϧϋħƢРш P ϯŵʴРш S ϴȱvƒʒϵ
ƊɍϲȰϱϪϭϐЈϋáϴµʖȡϮϏЉ϶Рш SϵРш Pϴ 10?$ϴȱvî¢ϲϱЈϋ










ϜϴΊ`qДіФіЌȨϐϭ± ΚΔΙΔΘΙ ϴЅϑϲT 19­ϴДіФі˩ΉЌˆϪϧϋϥϴ
Z 10 ­ϴДіФі˩ΉϲϵħƢРш P ϴǔУјђњ±ϴ̅ξћЌʃϾ̙ЍϮ˩ΉЌˆ
ϐϊ9 ­ϴДіФі˩ΉϲϵŵʴРш Sњ±ϴͬћϴǔУјђЌʃϾ̙ЍϮ˩ΉЌˆϪ
ϧϋħƢРш P ϴǔУјђϮϵ 1001,000 ƍ͖ϴ˩ΉϮ Μ ­ϴ]ǔȂЉњLeakageћϕȦ
ϠϧϕϊŵʴРш S ϴǔУјђϮϵ 502,000 ƍ͖ϴ 9 ­ϴ˩ΉϮTϘ]ǔϴȂЉϵȦϠ
ϢУјђĵϯʠĵϴÕĞĵɍ˭ϕϮϖϧϋ˩ΉĦϴРш S ϴǔУјђϴϹϧЇњµʖǕ
ǇϾћ̓ϴǸáϔІϊРш S ϕȼƻϴЖјиујђ̚ϴî¢ 10,000 ƍ͖$ϕ;ŘϮϖЈϯ




























ʛЌˍɁϟϭДіФі˩ΉϕˆϱϪϧʅƧϊРш S ϴǔУјђϵµʖǕǇϾϕ Ηљΐ
ϯµʖ#ϕϱϘУјђϮϖϱϐțĽϲϱϪϧϋʿʟІϵУёПјіРшϲƕЋЈРшƟžϯϟϭ
ǔɿz NBR ϴǔУјђϹϴšȨЌ͒ƙíɪϯϟϭɈɟϟϧϋǔɿz NBR ϵɠǓϴsȔ
ϮϵʠȔĵϵ/ϐϕϊ]ǔϮϵУёПјіРшϏЈϐϵнЭɿРшЅЇЁʠȔĵϕΊϘϱЈ
ϜϯЌ˔ϐ`ϟϧϋKeller ϴQˆɈɟ[83]Ϯϴǔɿz NBR ϕ]ǔϮϵ FKM ЅЇΊϐʠ
ȔĵЌŘϫ¿ϯʮϡЈʅƧϮϏЈϋǔɿz NBRњ$Рш TћϴǔУјђϵРш S ϯƺ
ϲŢ˜ϴ¹ĵϊµʖɊÈ˩ΉϊƗƿ̀ǬȄ˩ΉϱϰϴƵ˧ЌˆϪϧĦϲϊΊǶϴрЭвИ
ХНЭб˩ΉϲЅЈÕĞĵɍ˭ЌˆϱϪϧʅƧϵˉ ΚΔΙΔΚ ϴϯϓЇϮϏЈϋϜϴʅƧϊРш T ϵ
˩ΉĦ|aϱµʖǑњCompression Ratioћ;ŘϟϭϓЇϊРш S ϲǑϺɹ 10 ?ϴî¢ЌŘϫ








јЗϴСјлХ¥ϲçƋϲŵʴ¤ϯЋϔЈЅϑϲРш S ϵǔʵϊРш T ϵΏʵϮͯЇϟϭ{
eϮϖЈЅϑϲϟϭϐЈϋΐ
РшTϴ͕ȳϲЅЇϜϴрЭвИХНЭбƂĘȨϐϧΊ`qДіФіϵϊː¤ѐБнСБЛђС
БЛђɭȤњPLMћϮϴ̓ȧϔІȦȧʂϽϮϴː¤î¢њMiddle of Lifeϊ$ MOL)[89]Ќ



































FTA ϲЅЇżȤϟϭϓЇϊHirabayashi І[91]ϵĆÀϮϴȂЉŹ͢Ќ Failure Mode and Effects 




























± ΚΔΚΔΙ ϵУёіПіРшњ$ VMQћϯнЭɿРшњ$ FKMћϴЛѐіЛУынбУјђϴ˩
ΉĦϴёЭпQɥϴțĽЌɏϡϋVMQ ЛѐіЛУынбУјђϮϵȎzȗϴ!ɁϯЛѐЭЛϕȳ







± ΚρΚρΚ ϲΊ ̨ȨЛѐіЛУынбУјђϴёЭпϴŚЈʯϐЌˉϡ SysML ϴЏЛЯАл
ЯА±ЌɏϡϋЛѐіЛУынбУјђњcrankshaft sea: Sealing PartsћϲϵрёЭЛХ!ϖϴёЭ
















ІЉЈϋрёЭЛХϵёЭпϴ EO ЌœϟŃϡ4ȨЌÇĜϡЈњhelix: Boost Lip Actionћϕϊƍ
ϲȆȀњLubricate LipћϴwƧЁÇĜϟϭǜʩЌϘϡЈwƧϕϏЈϯʞϒІЉЈϋ 
à
çãçãæà ľŀņŗŁĲšĿŋĮŝšĸĠ ïîô ĭĈĖľţŞĠīFĠ¦à
ЖБђУјђϴЏјЙЯЛЬыϴŹ͢лэјϮϏЈ DAR ЌȨϐϭϊЛѐіЛУынбУјђϔ
Іϴ EO ϴȂЉњLeak from Crankshaft SealћϲíϡЈ͞úϮϴ¨ͺȏњCritical Issues on 
Harmћϊ͝ПіЯЙХбњHazardous ContextћϯíıɪњResolutionћЌ± ΚΔΚΔΛ ϲɏϡϋÍº
ДіФіϴΊ ̨ЛѐіЛУынбУјђϵУынбȽĤϕÍϖϐϴϮȂЉЌȦϠЈњSection 1, 
System - Engine: Leak in Larger Shaft SizeћЁϴϮϏЈϋϜЉϵΊ ̨ϯϱЈ͝ПіЯЙХбϲ
ЅЈњHigh Rotation SpeedћϋаэЏђёЭпУјђЁ 2 ǮȨУјђϯϟϭϵΊ ̨ϮϏЈњHigh 
Speed as a Dual LipћϋΊ ̨ϮϵёЭпůxϲЅЈȳȔϕÍϖϘϱЈњSection 2, Assembley - 
Cranckshaft: High Heat Generation ћϴϮǶĒЌϛЈíɪϕİ˓ϯϱЈ њ Lowering 
TemperatureћϋУјђёЭпϴʼ́ϕÍϖϐϜϯϮȂЉЈњSection 3, Parts - Cranckshaft Seal: 
Leak by High Radial LoadћϜϯϲíϟϭϵϊ̰ÍϱХпёіМqњExcessive Spring Forceћϕʞϒ
ІЉЈϴϮϊíɪϯϟϭУјђϴХпёіМʼ́ЌϛЈњLowering Spring ForceћϜϯϕʞϒІ
ЉЈϋQˆɈɟϮЁёЭпʼ́ЌϛЈϜϯϮȂЉЌ͙ǄϡЈϜϯϕ¿ϝЉϭϐЈϋϝІϲУј
± ΚΔΚΔΛΐ ΐ ЛѐіЛУынбУјђϴȂЉϲϫϐϭϴ DARΐ
Designer
Section
1 Leak in Larger
Shaft Size
2 Leak by High
Friction Heat
3 Leak by High
Radial Load
4 Leak by Negative
Pressure
5 Leak without Helix
6 Leaking Tendency
in VMQ Seal
7 Leak by Carbon
Deposit
Critical Issue on Harm
Improvement of High




















































Ϯ˼µϕȳȦϟϱϐњSection 4, Parts: Leak by Negative PressureћϜϯЌɍ˭ϡЈİ˓ϕϏЈϋ
ϽϧϊаэЏђёЭпУјђϮϵ 2 ёЭп͖ϴ˼µȳȦϕŹ͢ϲϫϱϕЈ͝ПіЯЙХб
њNegative Pressure between LipsћϮϏЇϊ˼µЌȐϘϡíɪϕİ˓ϮϏЈњEliminate Negative 
PressureћϋёЭпϴрёЭЛХϕϱϐϧЀϲȂЉЈ¨ͺњSection 5, Parts: LeaѤ without Helixћϲ
ϫϐϭϵQˆɈɟϮ|a˛ƊϝЉϭϐϱϐϴϮϊϥϴwƧЌƊІϔϲϡЈİ˓ϕϏЈϋаэЏ
ђёЭпУјђϹϴрёЭЛХϴwƧЁƵ˟ϕİ˓ϮϏЈњHelixћϋƟžϴʠȔĵϲϫϐϭϵ
VMQ ϴ 200225 !ϲíϟϭ FKM ϵ 250 !ϯΊϐ[98]ϴϮϊʠȔĵϴĠͲϮȂЉЂϡϐ
њSection 6, Rubber Material: Leaking Tendency in VMQ sealћϜϯϕϏЈϴϔЌŌũϡЈİ˓ϕ
ϏЈϋϽϧϊVMQ Ујђϕ5Ȩϲ FKM УјђϲǑϺϭkĵϕ/ϟЂϡϐњLowering 
Stiffness VMQћϜϯЌʄΉϟϭϐЈϴϮ VMQ УјђϴkĵЏЭпњIncrease StiffnessћЁƵ˟
ϡϺϖ˲ͺϮϏЈϋёЭпϹϴȎzȗ!ɁϲЅЈȂЉњSection7, Lubrication: Leak by Carbon 
Depositћϴ¨ͺϲϫϐϭϵϊϜЉϕǜʩbЉњOil-film Shortage!Carbon Depositћϴ͝Пі




УынбȽĤϕÍϖϐ¨ͺњSection 1, Leak in Larger Shaft SizeћϹϴíɪϵϊ­̐ŻЌϛ
ЈϜϯϊϏЈϐϵДіФіˣ˞ϴ˔ȽϟϕʞϒІЉϊĵʥ/ϕ̇ϜЇ͕ȳЌ̬ІϣЈϜϯϲϱЇ
ȣâȶϮϵϱϐϋϟϧϕϪϭϊÍºϯºДіФіȨϴЛѐіЛУынбУјђЌŵʴϡЈİ˓
ϕϏЈϋůxϲЅЈȳȔϕÍϖϐϜϯњSection 2, Leak by High Friction Heatћϲíϟϭϵϊ/Ů
Ų:ŻϴРшƟžЌȨϐЈϜϯϕʞϒІЉЈϋϟϔϟϊУјђщјЗϲЅϪϭ͒ϐ͖ɈɟϝЉϭ
ϐЈϕâȨϲϵʭϪϭϱϐϋ 
УјђёЭпϴʼ́ϕÍϖϐϜϯњSection 3, Leak by High Radial LoadћϲϫϐϭϵϊёЭпʼ
́ЌħƢУјђϲǑϺÍϖϘǴІϟϧŵʴЛѐіЛУынбУјђЌ͕ȳϟϭϐϧϋϥϜϮϊħ
ƢУјђϯŵʴУјђϲϫϐϭДіФі˩ΉЌȨϐϭёЭпϴǶĒǸáЌˆϱϪϧϋЛѐ
іЛУынбУјђϴёЭпQɥϔІ 1.0 mm ϴ.ʛϲȔͩíЌ»Ѐ̙ϾϊáǶĒϲƠϡ
Ј 30 a͖ϴǶĒǸáЌ˩ϾϧʅƧЌ± ΚΔΚΔΜ ϲɏϡϋϱϓϊёЭпʼ́ϵЛѐіЛУынбϴ
ŚЉϲíϡЈ̠ħĵʥЌ;ϫϧЀϲ 40 N $ϲϛЈϜϯϵϮϖϱϐϋÍºДіФі A-1
A-3ϴ˩ΉϮϵŵʴ¤ϴ/ёЭпʼ́VMQњ52 NћϊрёЭЛХ!ϖ/ёЭпʼ́VMQњ42 
Nћϊ/ёЭпʼ́ VMQњ54 Nћϴ 3ɚͽϯЁϊёЭпǶĒƉњLip Temperature Riseћϵ 40 !ƛ
ǻϮϏϪϧϋϜЉϲíϟϭħƢ¤ϴΊёЭпʼ́ FKMУјђњ83 Nћϊ/ёЭпʼ́ VMQУј




˩ΉњEngine endurance testћϕˆЋЉϭϓЇϊħƢУјђ 3 ɚϐϢЉЁȎzȗ!ɁњCracking 
or Coking, Oil-leakageћЌȦϠϊŵʴУјђϵȎzȗ!ɁϓЅϷȂЉϵȦϠϭϐϱϐϋϟϧϕ
ϪϭϊȎzȗϕ!ɁϟϱϐёЭпǶĒƉϴ͛Ȭϵ 40 !̜̘ϲϏЈϜϯЌ˔ϐ`ϟϧϋ 
ǂϲЛѐіЛУынбУјђϴёЭпʼ́ЌХпёіМϴ˳żϮÊƓϟϧ Ι ɚͽϴЛѐіЛУы
нбУјђϲϫϐϭЖБђУјђ˩ΉƿЌȨϐϭ± ΚΔΚΔΝ ϴЅϑϲУынбǶĒǸáЌˆϱϪ
ϧϋ± 3-3-6 aћϲɏϡЅϑϲёЭпʼ́ 4080 Nϴɯ°ϮϵёЭпʼ́њLip Radial LoadћϯУ
ынбǶĒƉњShaft temperature riseћϵǑ6ϡЈϕ 80 N Ќ̉ϒЈРшϴёЭпϕÊğϡЈϧ
ЀǶĒƉϵáϲϱϪϧϋ˼µϲЅЈȂЉњSection 4, Leak by Negative Pressureћϲϫϐϭ
ϵϊʙʌϮ̧ǓĵϴϏЈЫХбёЭпЌ5ȨϟϭϐЈϴϮ˼µϵȦϠϱϐϋ 
ǂϲϊрёЭЛХϴĠͲњSection 5, Leak without HelixћЌЅЇǅɍϲŌũϡЈϧЀϲϊЛ
ѐіЛУынбУјђϮрёЭЛХ!ϖϯрёЭЛХϱϟϴ 2 ϫϴУјђЌȨϐϭУынб­̐Ż
њCrankshaft Circumferential Velocityϊ ̨ћЌÊϒϭУынбǶĒƉЌǸáϟϧњ± ΚΔΚΔΝ ϴ
bћϋрёЭЛХ!ϖϴЛѐіЛУынбУјђϵ ̨ 15 m/s$ϮУынбǶĒƉЌÍϖϘ/
ϝϣЈwƧϕϏЇϊȼƻϯϡЈ ̨ 30 Ѧ/sϮ 20 !ϴǶĒ/ǴwƧϕĨІЉЈϜϯϕЋϔϪϧϋ 
± ΚρΚρΜϴДіФі ΢ρџϴрёЭЛХ!ϖ/ёЭпʼ́ϴ VMQУјђњ42 NћЌϊΊ ̨Ȩ
ЛѐіЛУынбУјђȨϯϟϭ̹áϟϧϋϜϴΊ ̨ȨЛѐіЛУынбУјђϲϫϐϭϊ
ДіФі˩ΉϮ ̨ 30 m/s ϴơ&Ϯ 500 ƍ͖ϴƵ˧ЌˆϪϧĦϲϊĖˣƿƱЌȨϐϧÕĞ
ĵɍ˭ЌˆϪϧϋΐ
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VMQУјђϴȂЉƋϐGњSection 6, Leaking Tendency in VMQ SealћϯϵϊVMQУј
ђϕǜϴЫХбϱϰϲЅЇFϽϧϵbЉЌȦϠƋϘΊǶϮϴkĵϕ/ϐ¨ͺЌɏϡϋϜϴϧ
ЀϊΊ ̨ЛѐіЛУынбУјђϴ@ˏƟžϯϟϭ FKM ЁƵ˟ϟϧϕϊVMQ ϴ-60 !ϽϮ
ʥϱУјђĵʥϲǑϺϭ FKMϵ-20 !$ϮУјђĵЌÑϑϧЀšȨϮϖϱϔϪϧϋ 
Ȏzȗϴ¾ɝϲЅЈȂЉњSection 7, Leak by Carbon DepositћϲϫϐϭϵϊДіФіǜϴ¤
̃ϯЛѐіЛУынбУјђёЭпʼ́ϱІϷϲрёЭЛХϯϴ͗:ЌŌũϡЈϧЀϲДіФ
і˩ΉЌâƃϟϧʅƧЌ± ΚΔΚΔΞ ϲɏϡϋ7˩ϟϧ 3 ɚͽϴЛѐіЛУынбУјђϵϊΊёЭ
пʼ́ϯ/ёЭпʼ́ϴЛѐіЛУынбУјђ Seal A ϯ Seal Cϊϥϟϭ/ёЭпʼ́ёЭпϲр
ёЭЛХЌ!ϚϧЛѐіЛУынбУјђ Seal DϮϏЈϋ7˩ϟϧ 3ɚͽϴДіФіǜϵɻǅДі
ФіǜњOil-1ћϊΚΕΘɮϲj̟ϟϧɲ³ϴ/¤̃ДіФіǜњOil-2ћ ϱІϷϲ̒˼ʼȨДіФі
ǜњOil-3ћϮϏЈϋΊёЭпʼ́ VMQ Sealњ85 Nћϵϊ̒˼ʼȨϴ Oil-3 ЌȨϐЈϯɅƍ͖ϮȎ
zȗϴ!ɁĒϐњLip Coking Ratingћϕ 4 ϲ̲ϟϭЖБђȂЉњoil-leakageћϕȦϠЈϋOil-1
ϯ Oil-2 ЌȨϐЈϯȂЉϕȳȦϡЈϽϮ͖͟ϵɹ 2 ?ϴ 800 ƍ͖ϲϱЈϋ/ёЭпʼ́ VMQ 
Seal Cњ50 Nћϵϊ̒˼ʼȨϴ Oil-3ϮЁȂЉϵȳȦϟϱϐϕёЭпϴȎzȗϵ!ɁϡЈϋрёЭ
ЛХ!ϖ/ʼ́ϴ VMQ Seal Dњ50 Nћϵ Oil-3ϮЁȎzȗϕ!ɁϟϱϐϋрёЭЛХϵj̟ϴЏ
ЛЯАлЯА±ϔІЁʞϒІЉϧЅϑϲёЭпϴȆȀǜʩЌϘϡЈϧЀ[93][95][99]ϊȎzȗϴ
!Ɂϕ͙ϕЉЈϋёЭпʼ́ЌϛϭЁȎzȗ!ɁϵōgϝЉЈϜϯϕƊІϔϲϱϪϧϋȎz
ȗ!ɁϲíϟϭɻǅДіФіǜ Oil-1 ϯɲ³ДіФіǜ Oil-2 ϯϴĄϵϱϐϜϯϕЋϔЇϊ$͚
ϴ˩ΉϮϵ Oil-1ЌȨϐЈϋ̒˼ʼȨДіФіǜ Oil-3ϵĆÀϮϵ5ȨϝЉϱϐϋ 
Ί ̨ϲϓϐϭϴЛѐіЛУынбУјђϴȂЉщЗдЦшϵϊƖcϲёЭпϕǜʩbЉЌȦ
βΒ! ёЭпʼ́ϯУынбǶĒƉΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ γΒΐрёЭЛХϴƗȐϯУынбǶĒƉΐ














ϱЈϋůxϲЅЈȳȔϕÍϖϐϜϯњSection 2, Leak by High Friction Heatћϲíϟϭϵϊj̟ϴ
ϯϓЇ/ŮŲ:ŻϴРшƟžϵâȨϝЉϭϐϱϐϋУјђёЭпϴʼ́ϕÍϖϐϜϯњSection 3, 
Leak by High Radial LoadћϲϫϐϭϵΊ ̨ЛѐіЛУынбУјђϴ͕ȳϮĨІЉϧɃ˔Ќ
OϲаэЏђёЭпУјђϴ/ёЭпʼ́zЌ±ЈЅϑϲϟϧϋаэЏђёЭпУјђϴƖÍϴ










ЭпњDual Sea LipћЌ̠sϟϧЁϴϮϏЈϋУјђёЭпњSeal LipћϯаэЏђёЭпњDual Lipћ









± ΚΔΚΔΠ ϲʿʟІϕ͕ȳϟϧºДіФіȨϴаэЏђёЭпУјђњËĤ 180 mmϊċ 25 
mmћϴƼĘ±ЌɏϡϋёЭпϲÚЌ͕ϚЈϨϚϮϵ TM ǜϕёЭп͖ϲǨЉ̙ϿϜϯϕʞϒІ
ЉϧϴϮϊёЭп͖ϲУёПјіРшЬэјоњSilicone Rubber Ventilating Tubeϊ$сібЬэ
јоћЌ!ϚϧаэЏђёЭпУјђЌ͕ȳϟϧ [100]ϋёЭп͖ϲ˼µϕȳȦϡЈɫń
(Negative Pressure Generating Place)ϲсібЬэјоЌ!ϚϊʫxĘ̂ƿDϴɠǓϕϐ̙















ђњShaft size AћϲϓϐϭϵϊǜǶ 80 !ϊ ̨ 18 m/sϮЁΊёЭпʼ́ϴУјђ VMQ-D1њ68 
Nћϯ/ёЭпʼ́ϴУјђ VMQ-D2њ53 NћϵϊϐϢЉЁЖБђȂЉϕȦϠȎzȗ!ɁњOil 
leakage, CokingћЁȦϠϭϐϧϋсібЬэјо!ϚϧУјђ VMQ-D3њ59 NћϮϵ 500ƍ͖Ж
БђȂЉϵϱϘсібЬэјоϴwƧϕ˭ЀІЉϧϋΐ
ÍĤϴаэЏђёЭпУјђњShaft size BћϮϵ/ ̨˩Ήњ16 m/sϊ80 πћϯΊ­̐їΊǶ




ϐнЭɿРшϴУјђ FKM-D5њ58 Nћϵ¨ͺЌȦϠϱϐϕϊΊ ̨їΊǶ˩Ήњ22 m/sϊ














˩ΉЌˆϪϭϐЈϋ˩ΉʅƧЌ± ΚΔΚΔΘΙ ϲɏϡϋДіФіϴGſ˚ĒњEngine AngleћϕǔČ
































ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ "# $ %&% ' ()*+% , %-*.% , /*01 ' %234ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΑΚΔΘΒΐ
ϜϜϮ"#ϵёЭпǶĒƉњπћϊ&ϵŮŲ:Żϊ*+ϵcƙϴ. ͒ϝĞϧЇϴёЭпʼ́
њN/mћϊ*.ϵ˼µњN/m2ћϊ*0ϵЛѐіЛНјХZϴµqњоєјиБИХµϊN/m2ћϊ2ϵУы
нбËĤ ̨њm/sћϊ4ϵёЭпůxċњmћϮϏЈϋ" ϵёЭпϴʼ́;Řϴ:Żϊ# ϯ $ ϵёЭп
ğțϲ͗ϡЈ:ŻϮϏЈϋЫХбёЭп!ϖϴЛѐіЛУынбУјђϮЫХбёЭпϯУынбϲ͠
͖ϕϱϐÀϴ*.ϵ 8 kN/m2ϯϟϊаэЏђёЭпϮϵ 20 kN/m2ΐ ϯϡЈϋϧϨϟϊƝ˵ŽϮϵ
ŮŲ:Ż&ϴǸáϵϮϖϱϔϪϧϧЀϯ%áϟϧϕϊĖˣƿƱщјЗϴQˆɈɟϮϵ0.20
jĦϮϏЈϋϽϧϊрёЭЛХϴwƧϲϫϐϭϵϜϴĘϲʃϾ̙Ѐϭϐϱϐϋΐ
ϜϴĘϴʞϒϲ½Ϭϐϭ± ΚΔΚΔΘΚ ϲϊVMQ ϯ FKM ϴЛѐіЛУынбУјђњSingle-lipϊ
φϽϧϵψћϯаэЏђёЭпУјђњDual-lipϊτϽϧϵσћϴƺόϱДіФіϲЅЈ˩Ή






















± ΚΔΚΔΘΚΐ ΐɚόϴЛѐіЛУынбУјђϴДіФі˩ΉʅƧϴ PVʒ±ϲЅЈżȤΐ












































































































































± ΛΔΚ ϵĆ˽ϴʽɚǜиБЖǜњRape Seed Bio-oil, VO-AћϊĆ˽ϴŁДХЯђиБЖǜ




Жǜ VO-AϵŻƍ͖Ϯ TANϕĴÇϟʿϟϘ̀zϡЈϜϯϕЋϔЈϋŁДХЯђиБЖǜ SE-
A ϵ VO-A ЅЇϵ̀zϟϲϘϐϕϊ150 ƍ͖$͚ϲ TAN ϕÇϒϭ̀zϟÖЀЈϋâ͡ϲǃā
ĆÀϮϵʽɚǜиБЖǜϕ4xǜЪіЛZϮɅƙ͖ϲ̀zϟϭΏÊϡЈ¨ͺϕ¿ϕϝЉϭ
ϐЈϋ 
± ΛΔΛ ϵĆ˽ϴʽɚǜиБЖǜњRape Seed or Vegetable Bio-oil, VO-ACћϯĆ˽ϴŁ
ДХЯђ SE-A ϯɆǜɸ4xǜ HO46ϊ͕ȳиБЖǜ S-7 ϲϫϐϭϊΎ͉пѓјбϯȒSЉ͋
ЌȨϐϧŮʡ˩ΉϴʅƧϮϏЈϋʽɚǜиБЖǜϵϐϢЉЁŮʡ͙ǄĵϵɆǜɸ4xǜϱ




± ΛΔΚΐ ΐĆ˽иБЖǜϴ JIS̀zßáĒ˩ΉЌȨϐϧ ΘΗΗΐπϮϴ̀z˩ΉʅƧΐ
 

NBRћЌ 4 ɚͽϴʽɚǜиБЖǜњVO-ADћϊ4 ɚͽϴŁДХЯђиБЖǜњSE-ADћϯ
Ɇǜɸ4xǜ HO46ϊ͕ȳиБЖǜ S-7 ϲǬȄϟϧϋϜϴ˩ΉϮϵʽɚǜиБЖǜϴ VO-D 






































(Machinery Operation Manual for Bio-Oil Use and Recommendation of Bio-oil BrandsћЌƵ˟ϟ
ϧϋɅƙíɪϯϟϭ/¤̃ϴиБЖǜ͊Ʃϴ5ȨɒǄЁƵ˟ϟϧϕϊȣ·иБЖǜщјЗ
њBio-oil SupplierћϕɦǠĞöњAuthority of Competition LawћϹцдэЏђϴɦǠŒ˜Ќ
˦ϒЈϓϥЉϕϏЈϧЀâƃϟϱϔϪϧϋϜϴϧЀˉ ΛΔΙ ϴЅϑϲϊиБЖǜϴ¤̃ǏњQuality 





̻ϲϏϪϧϧЀϲϊƆƝĖˣƿƱƃĂ~*њJapan Construction Machinery and Construction 
Associationϊ$ JCMAћϮˉ ΛΔΚ ϲɏϡЅϑϲĖˣƿƱȨϴиБЖǜ˕ƮњJACMAS BO 
StandardћЌ 2004čϲ͕ȳϟϧ[45]ϋj̟ϴ JASO EOϴ˕ƮgáϴʃϾЌϥϴϽϽȨϐϭ
ϐЈϋ¤̃ϵjˉ ΛρΙ ϴ¤̃ɨɽ 3 $ϯϟϭϊǜµУХЯшϲŹ͢ϕȦϠϱϐЅϑϲϟϭϐ
ЈϋʿʟњAuthorћϵƝ˕Ʈ4Їϴ×¥͒ϮϏЇϊǜµхіпϓЅϷǺĘоѓјЙϴ˩ΉƂǠ
ϴ̂žЌŦ7ϟϧϋ³ZĖˣƿƱщјЗњJapanese Construction Machinery Manufacturesћϵǜ
µхіп˩ΉϊɆǜщјЗњJapanese Oil SuppliersћϵȆȀǜ˩ΉƂǠϱϰЌŦ7ϟϧϋʫx̎
щјЗњJapanese Car ManufactureѨћϯǫËɆǜщјЗњGlobal & Asian Oil Suppliersћϵϊɲ³
SAEЏФЏ×¥*њSAE Asia CommitteeћϮϴ˕Ʈϴ˓ǖϴƵ˟њRequirements in Discussing 
ItemsћЌ̧ϟϭ˕Ʈgáϲ͗ЋϪϭϐЈϋJCMA ϴиБЖǜ˕Ʈϴ̮ȨњUtilization of 
JACMAS BO StandardћϴƂǠϵϊюјТϹϴ˕Ʈ̶иБЖǜЌţÓϡЈϜϯϯϊ˕Ʈϲ̶


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































УјђϱϰРш̻¤ϲϫϐϭϊʠǜĵϴΊϐΊдбёђ NBR ϏЈϐϵǔɿz NBRњHNBRћϱ
ϰϴƟ̃ϲÊƓϟϧњChange Rubber MaterialћϋNo.5 ϴɆǜɸ4xǜϴǱsmϯϴıϮȦ
ϠЈнАђЪ˪ϽЇњCompatibility with Petroleum Hydraulic OilsћϲíϟϭϵϊɅƙíɪϴиБ
ˉ ΛΔΙΐиБЖǜϴ¤̃ɨɽ!ϚϯţÓϡЈ̮̐ơ&ΐ
ˉ ΛΔΚΐ ΐ ΧΤΩ΢ή иБЖǜϴ˕Ʈ4Їϴfå͗:ʟϊgáǧxϱІϷϲfȨƂǠΐ
Quality 
Grade







1 Rape Seed Oil 32 max. 1,500 max.
2
Rape Seed Oil or 
Synthetic Ester
3
4  42 max. 5,000 max. As Normal
-10 + 80 Need toStick 
Caution Plate35 max. 3,000 max.
Synthetic Ester -30 + 100
Discussing
Items
Utilization of JCMAS BO
Standard









- Recommendation to User,
For Genuine BO
3 - - Oil Tests Manufacturing JCMAS BO






























иБЖǜϴ̀zßáĵϴ/ϝϲϫϐϭϵϊˉ ΛΔΛ ϴЅϑϲĞcʽɚǜϴÊʵњOil Color 
ChangeϊΏʵzћϨϚϕĆÀϮϴ¨ͺϲϱϪϭϐϧϋ͇͉ͬ̑ϴ͇ǿ`њLead Corrosion of 
Bronze Bearingћϴʥĵ[72]ЁʞϒІЉϧϕĆÀϮϴŹ͢ϵϱϔϪϧϋϜϴϧЀϊʿʟІϵю














Lead Corrosion of 
Bronze Bearing




Failure in the Field
Short-term 
Countermeasure





















єфЭбϊʰɠƿϱϰϴa͂ϮˆЋЉϭϐЈϋϜϴϮ Biggs І[119]ϵ SafeML ЌȨϐЈϜϯЌ






Ј˓ǖϯϴ͗:Ќϊ± ΛΔΞ ϲ SysML ϴ˓ǖ±ЌȨϐϭɏϡϋEU ДПѐсђϱϰϲЅЈиБЖ
ǜϹϴ˓ǖњEuropean Bio-oil SpecificationћϵϊńáϴȥÆĵʥЌŘϫиБЖǜ½ǜњUse of 
Bio-Base OilћϯgɹϝЉϧǱsmњAdditive LimitationћЌȨϐЈϜϯϮϏЈ[100]ϋϜϴ½ǜϴ
șĵϔІϵǜµУХЯшϲíϟϭ5ʹȼϴ˓ǖњ(1) Bearing Improvement against thin Oil-filmϊ
(2) Proper Oil Change, (3) Brake Torq. Increase, (4) Oil Proof Rubber, (5) Exchange ManualћϊǱ




̶bϱЖБђŨƍ͖њ(2)Proper Oil Change Intervalћϵϊ͒ƙíɪϮϱϐϧЀ˩ΉϡϺϖǜ
µƿ«ϴíɪ¤ϕϱϐϜϯЁƊɏϝЉЈϋΐ
ĖˣƿƱT1њвщБіћϴУХЯшϴŚЈʯϐϵϊϡϮϲ Ιɣϴ± ΙΔΘ ϲЏЛЯАлЯА±Ќ
ȨϐϭɏϟϧϋϜϜϮϵϊǜµУХЯшϴ͝ПіЯЙХбϴщЗдЦшЌϊ± ΛΔΟ ϲZ̻оєЭ
Л±ЌȨϐϭɏϡϋДіФі`qњEngine PowerћϲЅЇǜµхіпњblock1 pump: Oil Press 
Generation SubsystemћЌΆxϟϭϊΊµǜњHP_oil, 35 MPaћϯµњ3 MPaћϴйБєЭбǜ
њPilot oilћЌȳȦϝϣЈϋЖтѓјЪϵǜµиђоњblock2 valve: Oil Flow Control Subsystemћ
 )
ϴйБєЭбиђоњblock2.1 pilot valve: Pilot Valve DeviceћЌϟϭϊǜµхіпϴµqϴ
˳żϯϊщБіиђоњblock2.2 main-valve: Actuator Moving Deviceћϴű4ЌˆϑϋщБіиђ
оϵΊµǜϴƂϊǨ̓ϱІϷϲµqЌgĩϡЈˑŻϴюдЭбϔІϱϪϭϐЈϋgĩϝЉϧ
ΊµǜњCHP_oilћϵϊ4ƶƿЌxϔϡСоУХЯшњblock3 actuator : Work Component 
Actuation SubsystemћϴǜµъјЪ њHyd- motor deviceћϽϧϵǜµУёіЫњHyd-cylinder 
Device ћЌ4xϝϣЈϋ4xĦϲΊµǜϵщБі иђоϮµqϕ˛ŷϝЉϭ/µǜ
њLP_oil, 0.1 MPaћϯϱЇϊЖБђ7ʈСоУХЯшΐ њblock4: Oil Feed SubsystemћϲSЈϋ̻
ϴŮŲϯɶĵŒŏϲЅЈȳȔϯϯЁϲϊΊµǜϕ/µǜϲϱЈƍϴȳȔϲЅЇǜǶϕƉϡЈ
ϴϮЖБђЛјѐњOil Cooler DeviceћϮ]ϡЈϋϥϴĦϊ/µǜϵнАђЪњblock4.1.1 filter: 
















































ЭЛϮ 30 π$ϴǶĒƉњǜǶ 80 πϴÀ 110ΐπћϡЈϜϯЌ˔`ϟϭϐЈϋǜϲǓǡ










јнėϔІ/µϴЖБђ7ʈСоУХЯшϴ­̌њblock2.2 main-valveϔІ`Јͬϴ LP_oilΐ ΐ
­̌ћϲ˛ŷϝЉϊ̮xДеђКјϕȔϲÊŨϝЉЈϋϜϴƍȳȦϡЈёёјнėϮϴȳȔ̓
ЌĘњ4-1ћ[125]ϲħϪϭɬ`ϡЈϯϊǜǶϵɹ 100ΐπњǜǶ 80ΐπϴÀћϯϱЇǜµхіпϴ
ǜǶϯɨϮϏЈϋΐ5 $ %6% 7 8%%ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ њΛρΘћΐ ΐ





ƂЌgĩϡЈюдЭбϮϵЖБђϵǨ̨ 100 m/s $ϮǨЉϭ[11]ϊȇϟϐЙылЯјУяі
Ќ̇ϜϡϋϜЉϲЅЇȒSЉϏЈϐϵǬȎЌƃϟϧ̻͋¤ϲЁŪFЌȦϠЈÀϕϏЈ[11]ϋϜ
ϴЅϑϱȇϟϐЙылЯјУяіϮϵǓǡϴÿÈϲЅЇΊǶїΊµ̻њɹ 4,700 !ϊ100 MPaћϴ
уЭбХхЭб[127]ϕȦϠЈϯϝЉЈϋуЭбХхЭб ̘ϴиБЖǜϵ± ΛΔΠ ϴЅϑϲ̀zϟϭѐ
ЭЗјЌȦŁϡЈϯţáϝЉЈϋуЭбХхЭбњHot SpotћϴϮϵϻϯЍϰÙțĽϽϮa˛ϝ
ЉЈϔϊϏЈϐϵȕȒțĽϮȎɿʅϕѐіЫшϲˌϔЉЈњHydrogen, Carbon and Oxygen at 
 )

Atomic State or Combustion Stateћ[128][129]ϋуЭбХхЭб ̘ϮϵѐФЗђϕȦŁϟњRadical 

























ϯ͋ϱϰϴɌ̃њлЭЗјХɌĒ Hv 600 $ћϴŁaϕϽЉϭϐЈϋˉ ΛΔΜ ϵǜЫХбϲ
ϫϐϭϴǲǩĒϴ͛ȬAњUpper Limit of Particles Number,ΐCleanliness limitћ[132]ϯϊŹ͢ϕ







Particle Size, µm 5 - 15 15 - 25 25 - 50 50 - 100 >100
Upper Limit of Particle 
Numbers , mL-1
500,000 32,000 4,000 1,000 100
Examlpe Data of A 
Failed Machinery, mL-1















pressure => 0.15 MPaћϊнАђЪȨϴиБйХėϕƍȶϲ͕ϘϋϜЉϲЅЇиБЖǜϵнАђЪ
Ќ̧̰ϣϢϲњBypass FiltrationћϊǜЫХбЌЍϨϽϽЖБђЪіЛϲǨЉЈњcontaminated 








ǜϲȦŁϝЉЈњGenerate Oil Pressure and Generate Lacquer in HP_oilћϋѐЭЗјЌЍϨΊ
µǜњHP_oil + lacquerћϵǜµиђоZϲǨЉЈϋњbћǜµиђоϮϵȇϟϐЙылЯјУяі




ђЪϲ¾ɝϡЈϯϊǜǶϕ 60ΐπ$ϮЁнАђЪĄµϕ 0.15 MPa$ϯϱЇϊнАђЪȨиБ























































































Upper Limit of Acid Number of Petroleum Hydraulic Oil




ȦŁȗϴȉĒϴřƻϯϱЈиБЖǜϴ ί΢Ϊњ$ TANћϵϊ3,000 ƍ͖Ќ̉ϒЈϯɆǜɸ4x





ϵ 3,000 ƍ͖Ǐњˉ ΛΔΐ Ι ȓћϯ˕ƮϲáЀϧϋɆǜɸ4xǜϮϵ±ϴɊʒϮɏϡЅϑϲƈ
















ѓјбњPlastic End PlateћϯЧђєјХЊƟњFilter Element and Reinforced BandϊƁ¤ϵΎʵћ
ϲʺʵϴтјХбțϴѐЭЗјϕ!ɁϟϭϓЇϊЊƟϵѐЭЗјϲЅЇȼ˪ϽЇϟϭϐϧϋɆǜɸ















± ΛΔΘΞΐ ΐ SafeMLϲ̠sϟϧ˓ɿњʀʵДѓщібћΐ
 	







ŗě ήβζεΩΨ ЌȨϐϧ4xʴϴ͝ПіЯЙХбϯíɪưϴˡ̟Ќ± ΛΔΘΟ ϲɏϡϋ± ΛΔ
ΘΘΘΚ ϲˡ̟ϟϧ͝țǟϲíϟϭíɪưЌƵ˟ϟϧʅƧЌˡ̟ϟϭϐЈϋĖˣƿƱȨϯϟ
ϭ̶bϱtzϟЂϡϐиБЖǜϴ5ȨњƯʵϴДѓщіб Unacceptable Bio-oil use in 
hydraulic system for hydraulic excavatorћϵ͝ǼњHazardћϮϏЇϊǜЫХбϲЅЈǜµиђ








ȼϴЪМAϊϡϱЋϩíɪϴŁrϴɍȡњprobability of successћϊΐ ͝țǟȳȦϴɍȡ









íɪưўѬʐДѓщібΐ (1)Auto engine controllerѭϵϊДіФіgĩϲЅЇ3oϱΊµǜϴщ
БіиђоϴёёјнėюдЭбϔІϴŞ`ЌōϒϭϊЙылЯјУяіЌōgϟѐЭЗјϴȦŁ
ЌǴІϡϜϯϮϏЈϋϜϴíɪưϲЅϪϭϊ/˼ʼƍϴ3oϱǜµЌϛЈњ˃ƯʵДѓщіб
Hydraulic system shall reduce oil pressure at a low load operation ћϯϐϑßTĵ˓ǖϕóϔЉ 
 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ȦŁЌǴІϣЈϜϯϮϏЈњReduction lacquer formation by lowering pressure at valve to prevent 
filter pluggingћϋΐ
íɪư ΙѬʐДѓДібΐ (2)Centrifugal air bubble separatorѭϵϊ̴įaͦˍʛ[122]ЌȨϐϭ
ǜǓǡЌ͜ϟϊǜµхіпϮϴƀȔµʖϲЅЈѐЭЗјȦŁЌǴІϡϜϯϮϏЈϋßTĵ
˓ǖϵϊиБЖǜϴ̀zЌ͙ϙϧЀϲǜ̀ɿ̓ЌϛЈϜϯњ˃ƯʵДѓщіб Hydraulic 
system shall reduce O2 content in Bio-oilћϮϏЈϋϜϴßTĵ˓ǖЌǻϡ̴įaͦˍʛ
њCentrifugal Air Bubble SeparatorћϲϫϐϭϵϊЖБђ7ʈСоУХЯшϲЅЈ˩ΉњOil Feed 
Subsystem TestћЌϡЈİ˓ϕϏЈϋíɪϴwƧϵϊиБЖǜϴtzЌōgϟϭǜЫХбϴ̧




Prevent filter pluggingћϋϜϴ˓ǖЌǻϧϡƁϟϐЊƟЌšȨϟϧŵʴнАђЪњImproved Filter 
with New MediaћϲϫϐϭϵϊнАђЪ˩ΉϲЅЈƵ˧њFilter Bench TestћЌϡЈİ˓ϕϏ
ЈϋíɪϴwƧϵϊнАђЪϴç̓ЌÇЂϡϜϯϮǜЫХбϴǨ`ЌϝϣϱϐϜϯϮϏЈњͬД











ϮϵϊħƢϴЧђєјХЊƟϵ 20Ѯ30 µm $ϴЫХбЌ 50љ$ŜśϡЈϴϲíϟϭϊƖ








ˉ ΛΔΝ ϵƛíɪњUndefended Caseћϯíɪưϲϫϐϭϊ± ΛΔΘΟ ϴДѓщібZϲˡ
SϟϧЪМAϔІњΛΔΙћњΛΔΛћϴ˞ɬĘЌȨϐϭɬ`ϟϧßTХПЏњSafety Sore, SSћϯПХб
˨8ϴˉϮϏЈϋϥЉϦЉϴȳȦɍȡϵ/ϐњLow: 1/3ћϊ.њMedium: 2/3ћϊΊϐњHigh: 
1/1ћϴ 3 Ǎ͞ϲ{aїŻAzϟϧϋåȳȦϴɯ°ϵ 0.3љƛǻϴŻњFew: 1/4ћϔІ.









ΐ 99% $ %8:(; < *(911 %, %84*(91ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΑΛΔΙΒΐ ΐ
ΐ 8:% $ %*(=:1*(5:1>:9:ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΑΛΔΚΒΐ ΐ
ΐ 84% $ %*(=41*(541>494ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΐ ΑΛΔΛΒΐ ΐ ΐ
ϜϜϮϊΐ
SSΐ ΐ ΐ ßTХПЏΐ
Qu ΐ ΐ ΐ ƛíɪϴÀϴ%ßTХПЏ 
Qd ΐ ΐ ΐ íɪϟϧÀϴ%ßTХПЏ 
P(S) ΐ ΐ  íɪϴŁrɍȡ 
P(Ou)ΐ ΐ ƛíɪϴÀϲ͝țǟњContextћϕ̇ϖЈɍȡ 
P(Hu)ΐ ΐ ƛíɪϴÀϲåњHarmћϕ̇ϖЈɍȡ 
Ru ΐ ΐ ΐ ƛíɪϴÀϴåϕ̇ϖЈɯ° 
Su ΐ ΐ ΐ ƛíɪϴÀϴåϴʷ̿Ē 
P(Od)ΐ ΐ íɪϟϧÀϲ͝țǟϕ̇ϖЈɍȡ 
P(Hd)ΐ ΐ íɪϟϧÀϲåϕ̇ϖЈɍȡ 
Rd ΐ ΐ ΐ íɪϟϧÀϴåϕ̇ϖЈɯ° 





˞ɬϟϭϊßTХПЏ 0.3333 ϴAЌĨϧϋíɪư 2 ϴ̴įaͦƿϴßTХПЏЁϊíɪϯϥϴ































P(Hu ) or 
P(Hd)
Range of 
Harm, Ru or 
Rd
Severity of 






0 Undefended Case -
   High       
(1.0000)
   High       
(1.0000)
    Many         
   (0.7500)
S2              
(0.5000)
0.3750 -
1 Auto Engine Controller
  Low         
(0.3333)
  High         
(1.0000)
 High       
(1.0000)
   Some         
(0.5000)
S2              
(0.5000)
0.3333
Low       
(0.5000)
2
Centrifugal Air Bubble 
Separator
  Medium    
(0.6667)
  Medium    
(0.6667)
 High       
(1.0000)
Few          
(0.2500)
S2              
(0.5000)
0.0741
High        
(1.0000)
3 Improved Filter
   High       
(1.0000)
  Low         
(0.3333)
 High       
(1.0000)
Few          
(0.2500)
S2              
(0.5000)
0.0000


































































ϯϱЈ QCDњQuality, Cost, DeliveryћЌǙЀЈłȮƵ˟*ϕϏЇϊϥϴǂϲ§¤(ȫƵ˟*Ϯ
§¤ϲϫϐϭϴłˇЌǙЀϭϊ̪ϴ˨8*њA, B, C, DћϲЅЇ͕ȳʊʋϴЌŔĞʟ
ѓсђϴ˨8¥ϕ˨8ϡЈϋƖcϴУХЯшЦДіФдЏёіМϯϝЉЈɲ̏˕Ʈ499A[148]Ќ
ĖˣƿƱȨϲȳøϝϣϧЅϑϱZçϮϏЈϋ§¤(ȫƵ˟*ϵ System Concept Review (SCR)
ϲȾĞϟϊ˨8* A ϵ Preliminary Design Review (PDR)ϊ˨8* B ϯ C ϵ Critical Design 
































íɪƂǠ B ϵϊ/¤̃ϴȆȀǜͽϲíϟϭ̻¤ϽϧϵПіхјеібЌŵʴϡЈњTo 





íɪƂǠ C ϵϊșáϴПіхјеібϲíϟϭ͝ϴϏЈȆȀǜͽϴ5ȨЌɒǄϡЈњTo 
prohibit use of a hazardous lubricant,ћϊϏЈϐϵюјТϕSŅʥϱĆ˽ϴȆȀǜͽϲϫϐϭ








A To use genuine lubricants. No No No Short but
Long-term
II
B To improve a parts or acomponent
against a hazardous lubricant.
To be
Existed
No No Short-term and
Long-term
I & II
C To prohibit use of a hazardous
lubricant, or to recommend lubricants




























ϜϴщіЯгіХÒɹϲϫϐϭϊ± ΜΔΙ ϴ;ã8A̪͐aƥ±[152]њCustomer Value Chain 
AnalysisΡΐ$ CVCAћЌȨϐϭɏϡϋɻǅǜͽϵϊȆȀǜŊˇ̻͓њLubricants Engineerћϯ
± ΜΔΙΐ ΐ ЯѓцЯАЭЛХЌȨϐϧɻǅȆȀǜͽϲЅЈщіЯгіХϴ CVCA±
 













































































































































њHydraulic SysytemћϴšȨâĽЌɏϡϋДіФіϵ 8 ɚϴƿƱˍʛϲȨϐІЉϊǜµУХЯ
шϵ 7 ɚϴƿƱˍʛϲȨϐІЉϭϐЈϋϥЉϦЉϴƿƱˍʛϮϵϊĖˣƿƱϯ-ϧȆȀǜͽ
ϲ̇®ϡЈŹ͢Ϲϴ˛ƥϯíɪϕƵ˟ϝЉϭϐЈϋʿʟϵ SAE ϴȕžїȆȀǜ̻*ЏФЏ×
¥* JASO EO˕ƮgáϴǧxϓЅϷʿƔ[11]ϴ`ȖЌ̧Ϡϭϊʫx̎ϊ̗ƶȨбѐЛЪњFarm 
Tractorћϊʫx 2 ̎̕њBikeћϴДіФіϮϴȆȀǜͽϲ̇®ϡЈŹ͢ϲϫϐϭɃ˔ЌĨϭϐ
Јϋ̱͆ϴаАјШђЗјњRail Car & Diesel LocomotiveћϊнЕјЛёнбњForkliftћϊʳʲ
ˉ ΜΔΙΐ ΐДіФіϯǜµУХЯшЌȨϐЈƿƱˍʛΐ ΐ
κωѢšȨȡ 50 %$ϊњωћѢšȨȡ 50 %ƛǻλΐ
No. Type of Machinery Engine Hydraulic System
1 Construction Machinery  
2 Car include Truck & Bus  -
3 Bike  -
4 Farm Tractor  
5 Rail Car & Diesel Locomotive  -
6 Forklift  
7 Ship  
8 Engine Generator  -
9 Injection Machine - 
10 Steel Making Machine - 
11 Press Machine - 
 
њShipћϯпѓХƿƱњPress MachineћϴȆȀǜͽϲ̇®ϡЈŹ͢ϲϵʿʟϵȽŢ͗ϟϭϐ





DAR ϲЅЈŹ͢ϴ˛ƥϵϊŹ͢aͽ I ϮЁ II ϮЁ5ϒϊϝІϲȆȀǜͽϕʇϽϱϐƿ«ϴ
Ź͢ϲЁ̶ȨϮϖЈϋSysMLЌȨϐϭ½ƝщЗдЦшЌˡ̟ϟϭȤ˛ϟϊŹ͢щЗдЦшЌ˛ƥ





















































Κћΐ мХбіёііМϴŚЈʯϐЌ SysML ϴЏЛЯАлЯА±ЌȨϐϭˡ̟ϟϧϜϯϲЅЇϊʠȔ
ĵϴ/ϐДіФіǜϮϴмХбіёіМϴѐЭЗјϲЅЈ²ɁϲʭЈщЗдЦшЌţáϮϖ
ϧϋΐ
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